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Jesus 
 

The Fall, the Falling Down on Earth as Heart, led to another event that happened in 
the Easter vipassana retreat of 1999. I meditated and meditated and there was so much pain, 
pain in whatever form and to whatever degree of discomfort. It seemed it would never stop, 
no matter the fact that I allowed it to be there and to be Seen and Felt by which it ‘should’ 
ease down or disappear at a certain point, sooner or later. And it didn’t matter if I thought it 
was my pain – as I had done in the past – or other people’s pain, or even no one’s pain, 
humanity’s pain. The pain had to be meditated anyway, consciously felt one way or another 
and by whoever. It was not up to me that I had been chosen to ‘do’ or allow this. My body 
was suited for it somehow. Somebody – some body, indeed – had to do the Dirty Job, the Job 
that other people resigned, discarded, denied, shoved as much as possible on the plate of 
others. And if other people could not deal with it properly, thoroughly, wholly, or not at all, 
then, in the end, via whatever roundabout ways, it would end up in ‘my’ Body – or in similar 
Bodies if they existed, but I hadn’t met one of them so far. This was a natural happening, like 
the Gravity. The pain was passed on and passed on and went there, to the ‘place’, where it 
could be, finally, Addressed, Felt as it was, just as it Felt, without denial, repression, 
postponing, resistance, distortion, projecting, blaming, judging, shoving or passing it on 
further. Finally the pain, humanity’s Pain, could reach home, after a long voyage. Finally the 
Pain could reach the Heart Itself. ‘My’ Body was the Heart Itself. 

I was sitting there, on my cushion, suffering consciously. I realized, and this was 
totally obvious: ‘I’m not sitting here for myself.’ These words Came to ‘me’, it was not ‘me’ 
thinking them, not a looking into – or an automatic half-conscious attuning to – the realm of 
the mind and finding immediately or anyway soon the right words that fitted the current 
situation. It was a Realization. It was Given by Consciousness Itself. And it was True – ‘I’ 
Knew. I didn’t want anything for myself by Meditating Pain. Just as in my Relation with 
Woman, with women, there was nothing I wanted or needed for myself. It was ‘My’ Divine 
Nature to Meditate Pain, to Transcend it, to Give it Back to the Heart wherein it would 
Dissolve into nothingness. I didn’t even want to Develop myself – even though human 
development had turned out to be a natural side-effect of authentic humility. 

I could, in principle, go after girls, like young men could do and did. I could head for 
sex, for success, for a career, for status, for fame, for fun, for pleasure, for culture, for 
creativity, for intellectualism, for spiritual development… But I was sitting here on a cushion, 
meditating pain. 

I was not at all a masochist, however. I didn’t know anyone further away from being 
that. Sensitive as I had always been, I had always very much, whole-bodily enjoyed feeling 
good and happy and I had valued it. Only, and here came a fundamental and radical difference 
from myself and others into view, I was not against pain, as I saw others were. 

‘I’m not sitting here for myself’. These words were standing out so very clearly, as if 
the Truth had to be given words. Fundamentally, there was no self-obsession here, not even if, 
in my Association with Woman, Resonating so Strongly with Her as ‘I’ did, from my thirtieth 
on up to thirty five, since I had been Initiated into the Flesh, I seemed also to have become 
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seemingly self-obsessed for a period of some years. I had to Know (Woman’s) self-obsession 
from Within. I, as I Was, in ‘my’ – call it – Divine Function, was not Allowed to (merely) 
Look at people, from outside, and thus carry hidden judgement. I Had to Know everything, 
the whole normal-abnormal (or natural-antinatural) human spectre, from Within. By going 
into the prison of self and its inseparable self-obsession, Freedom Beyond it on Earthly Level 
was possible. 

 If there is, indeed, no – strong – self-obsession present any more (or if it hasn’t been 
there anyway), then one, sooner or later, unavoidably, starts to Meditate Pain, simply because 
Pain is such a fundamental part of Reality. But the lack of even a very low level of self-
obsession is rare here on earth, very rare. In fact, self-obsession is the Pain itself. And only 
the Painless, that which is beyond self-obsession, can, freely, Meditate Pain. In a way, 
meditating pain happened in order to be Able to, Freely, Meditate Pain, to Become One with 
my divine function. For only meditation of Pain Shows in all Clarity That Which is Beyond 
Pain and only That can Freely Meditate and Transcend Pain. 

The fact that I didn’t ‘Do’ this for myself didn’t mean necessarily that I wanted to 
‘help other people’. This is what people usually suspect in such a case: if you don’t live for 
yourself, you live for other people – and, for instance, in India or in the catholic church, they 
are eager to declare such a one, such an altruistic person, holy. But ‘My’ Beloved was Truth, 
Truth Itself, not ‘the others’, not other people. ‘Other people’ were not the Truth for me – far 
from that – the many were not the One. My divine task or duty was not in the first place – or 
at least not for its own sake – to take pain of individual people in me, Transcend it by 
Consciously Feeling it as my own or my Body’s pain and help them thus to become freed or 
relieved that way. I was not against this but ‘my’ task went deeper, somehow. I Had to Take 
the Pain of Humanity in My Heart – although, true, this certainly happened also and even for 
the greatest part via individual people who carried within them the potential of a strong 
transmission of that pain. I’m not talking about random people who I met or saw in the street 
but about people who ‘had something with me’, who felt a connection with me and who had, 
in their attraction to ‘Me’ beyond themselves, a role to play in their passing on humanity’s 
pain, even if they somewhere half- or unconsciously assumed that they were freeing 
themselves to whatever degree and depth by meeting ‘me’ and transmitting ‘something’, the 
yet unFelt Pain, the stuckness and cramp of humanity, humanity’s illusions and being fooled, 
deluded, its attachments, unfreedom, its Darkness as Unconsciousness. 

For me, ‘helping people’ made sense only in the context of and by the way of 
‘Helping the Whole’, Seeing and Feeling the fundamental ways of humanity where She goes 
astray, where She gets lost, where She becomes or stays blind, insensitive, is left with a 
stoned Heart, is left in confusion. 

No, I wasn’t meditating pain for myself. It was a surrender, a sacrifice into the One, 
into Truth, which meant for me: no separating from human suffering in any way, but Feeling 
humanity’s suffering as my own Body. Not for myself – if only for the fact that meditating 
pain, if successfully done, if pain is being transcended indeed, only brings you more pain to 
meditate. There is truly no end to it. The more ‘success’, the more pain. 
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In this context of these heavy days of meditating only pain and being fully dedicated 
to this – even though I had not been looking for it, it just happened to be so, it was plainly 
Given to ‘me’ to do, ‘I’ was Asked to do so, by Man, by Truth, by the One, by Love Itself – 
‘I’ suddenly Felt, again without me feeling or interpreting, but as a revelation of 
Consciousness:  

I Am Jesus. I Am the One Who Knows how to Suffer. 
With this, I was not denying other people’s suffering, the actuality of their experience 

of pain in whatever form it appeared. But, true, I also couldn’t deny that I had never met 
anyone who totally Accepted Suffering, who has Surrendered to Suffering as reality on earth 
itself. I had met only people who were, to say the least, uncomfortable with suffering, with 
pain, with discomfort. I had never met anyone who did not, somehow – secretly or openly – 
want to get rid of it, but had Surrendered (in)to it and became it, someone who allowed pain 
to enter into or even take over his body just ‘because’ it was So, ‘because’ it was True to do 
So – even though it is not nice at all of course – someone who was beyond (any form of) 
resistance in this respect, really, actually. 

I Am That One, I Realized. I Am Beyond Resistance to Pain. I have not chosen this. I 
couldn’t have wanted this. It is just So. My consciousness is different. My Body is different. It 
doesn’t function like other Bodies. It is Only Love. It doesn’t Resist Pain, it is not self-
obsessed. It even took upon itself the resistance of ‘other’ people to (consciously) Feel Pain, 
the resistance of which – and what’s, in practice, the difference from self-obsession – is itself, 
in fact, in its turn, a form of Pain, the fundamental form, the form of sustaining and 
reinforcing Pain, of passing it on from one generation to the next, to the next, to the next… 

Realizing I Am That One, Jesus Appeared. But not as an image appearing in front of 
me. He was not in any way different from me. I Was Him. I had His vulnerable Body. No, I 
was not getting loopy. In the World of One Consciousness That Takes Form, this is possible. I 
was not another example of someone who thought he was ‘Napoleon’, choosing Jesus this 
time, for a change. I didn’t confuse reality with an image, an image that I would like and that 
I stuck to from then on. There was no sticking to anything, not to Jesus or anything or anyone 
else. It was rather an insight into reality, a revelation that ‘My’ Body functioned just like His, 
His Body that took upon it the suffering of the world. Jesus was not only a(n extraordinary) 
human being, but also a Function. The Function has to be fulfilled on earth. I did not identify 
with Jesus, I Was Him. 

When I was 19 years old I had watched the ‘Jesus-movie’ that impressed me beyond 
words – even though it was about an actor who had to play the role of Jesus in a movie or a 
play. Then ‘I’ had broken down: gradually my Body had declined and suddenly radically at 
25. My Body couldn’t carry the pain of the world any longer, its heartlessness – at least not 
unconsciously. When I was 30, soon after Maja had left me, had left ‘my’ Heart Broken into 
Two and the period of crying for 16 months had started – crying Woman’s Pain, the Earth’s 
Pain – I had lain on the floor with Damiantha. And I noticed something happening in my 
Heart. “And He became sad and heavy-hearted.” (Bible, Mt 26:37) Matthew is supposed to 
have said this about Jesus when He was about to leave the planet earth, one day before. 
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In my case ‘I’ had just entered the Earth and this saddening and becoming heavy of 
the Heart happened by my Deep Association with Woman. I had always been One with 
Woman, even if, at first and not without meaning, She – or ‘I’ – seemed to have come from 
another planet. But the Realization of it, Oneness of Man and Woman, needed to Happen on 
earth, in what seemed to be Woman’s world. I would Feel the suffering of the world through 
my Association, my Oneness with Woman, through ‘my’ unlimited and, as it would turn out, 
unprecedented Love for Woman. 

Now, at the age of 36, was the time. I had Fallen Down. Jesus had prayed to let the 
son of the earth and the Son of God be One. It Happened. The Amalgamation Manifested in 
and as this Body. Woman was the Key that no man ever before – including Jesus – had Found 
and Turned. Woman(’s Function) had never been Valued on earth, at least not in the way that 
had now become possible through this ‘Body’ and in the context of Knowing Her to Be and 
Seeing-Feeling Her as Part of My Own Heart. People value Her for being loving, social, 
caring, bearing children and so on. But this is so limited – and even not (totally) true. This 
image is part of the, inherently deluding, form-world. In the Deeper Reality Woman is Part of 
Man – which is, of course, something completely different from maintaining that (a) woman 
would be (a) man’s possession in any way. 

Man and Woman are One Process, not two ‘others’ with different interests – although, 
true, in the (unavoidable) Fight of the Duality of life They need to Head in different 
Directions as well, next to the directionless Direction of Both as One Entering the Depth of 
Life Itself, more and more deeply. My, Man’s, Side and Duty was and is to Feel all of 
Woman’s Pain in ‘my’ Heart, to make it Conscious in and as the Heart of all, and, then, if the 
Formlessness of Pain had become Obvious (again, and again), to Return and Radiate it to a 
Woman-form – to ‘Form’ in general. If Man’s Female Form has Accepted Feeling the same 
Pain as well, in Her turn – which is another, difficult, Task of Man: to Make Her so very 
humble, so very loving that She, finally, after all these millennia Says (Wholly) Yes to this 
Consciously Feeling of Pain in Man’s Heart – then it is finally Transcended. A Male Body is 
not Enough to Transcend the Pain of the Earth, even not the Body of Jesus, even not the Body 
of the Buddha. ‘God’, if I’d use this term – or Divine Nature – Offers, Creates Two, Two 
Bodies: Male and Female. For the Process of the Two Realizing and Living the One, the Two 
are needed; it is an Unavoidability. One of the Two would never Do, never Suffice. One 
cannot go around Divine Nature, the One as Two, by developing only one of the Two, by 
making only one of the Two Conscious. 

With Woman Constantly Present in ‘My’ Heart, ‘my’ Process of (realizing a human 
being’s) Divinity would be different from that of other people, other realizers. Every step I 
made Woman was in ‘Me’. Woman Is Duality. This meant that in my realization of the One 
Truth, Duality would play a major role. I, this Body, could Suffer Consciously as Woman 
could suffer unconsciously. I would continue where Jesus had had to stop. Even if He would 
not have been murdered, He would not have Entered so deeply into Woman(’s Pain) as ‘I’ or 
this Body could and would Allow. At the time in which He lived the world was not ready yet 
for that depth. ‘My’ Process would not be so (relatively) much in the open as Jesus’ Process 
had been, however. One learns. It’s just too dangerous. Even though, on the face of it, the 
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times have changed and have become safer, still, if the Dark Forces are challenged in the 
open, they kill, still. I would work more secretly, secluded, although yet in full Feeling-
Contact with the world. Or else, without the latter, the Divine Process of Man and Woman 
could not continue, not deepen further. 

The fact that I Was Jesus in the retreat – and Am still, in a way, although without an 
identification as such – didn’t mean, of course, that just anyone can have this experience or 
Insight, just like that or even after intense meditation. It was not a spiritual article that was for 
sale and for free with a manual on how to attain it. No, it was the result of an, in principle, 
unique Process of Descending as Heart (in)to the Earth without any self-interest, without 
wanting it to be so. My Constellation of Being was from the beginning on not ordinary. It was 
and is not copyable. No one was nor is anyway queuing and dying to take on his Body the 
role of Sufferer for the earth; it’s not people’s common nature – although there exist a few 
people who have a potential in this direction. A Role is Given. The Deeper Forces divide the 
roles and one can only, or sooner or later must, recognize and humbly submit to one’s role. 
Although changes can occur during one’s life – certainly if the True Process is Allowed – the 
thing is rather to Find as deep as possible one’s natural Function, one’s duty, and to merge 
with it – instead of, as the Female Force of ‘self’ tries, to improve yourself in a desired 
direction. If you, thus, have been merged, if you are, thus, gone as yourself, development will 
take place, anyway, more than ever, deeper than ever before. This won’t happen if one, by 
him or herself, egoically decides what his or her role should be or look like. 

The event or realization of Being Jesus did not happen for its own sake. Being like 
Him was not ‘nice’ in whatever way, not ‘attractive’ or something similar. No, His 
Appearance as Me was a sign of the Surrender of ‘my’ Body (in)to the Pain of the world and 
to the Fact that, in Truth, there was no escape from it and there didn’t need to be. The sign 
would not be confused with the Truth Itself, whether this sign was of a famous character as in 
this case or not. 

Being Jesus was a matter of Realization. In a way it was a ‘logical’ consequence of 
my Process of being humbled more and more deeply into (the Pain of) the world, into 
Woman. It was not a final destination. It was not a state that I would cherish and dwell in or 
try to maintain. But sure enough, ‘I’ could not do ‘my’ Work without Being Jesus, whether 
He obviously Appeared as Me – as He Did – or not. 

This Body would Go Deeper, however. As I wrote recently: “What if Jesus Went into 
the Dark? What if He Went Down to Feel and Know all there is to Feel and Know Down 
there, Down, here? What if he Let Himself be wholly dirtied while not forgetting the One 
Father Who Sent Him Down? What if He Went so Deep into Woman that He Knew Her from 
Within? What if True Holiness Appeared to Include Woman, the Two, Man and Woman? 
What if the Fight and Sexuality between Man and Woman Played an Integral Role in 
(Realizing and Living) Holiness, Wholeness? What if ‘the Devil’ was Part of Him? What if  
‘the Devil’ could only be rendered harmless by Being, Knowing, Living the Dark anti-hero 
and Transcending that Force from Within?” 

I don’t say here that Jesus excluded Woman form His Heart. Not at all; how could He 
have done that? Yet, He didn’t Go into Her either. His, great, Love – and Wisdom – were not 
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enough for That. What was Needed for That was Man’s Own Power of Consciousness in 
Direct Relation with Woman – not only the Power of Consciousness of the Heavenly Father, 
so to speak. Man’s Consciousness – the Eye of God, if you please – Must be Sacrificed again 
and again in Woman’s Unconsciousness. And then, from Within, out of the Blue, by Being 
Faithful to Man’s One Heart, Consciousness Must Reappear again – and again – Deepened 
into the Earth now, into Woman. 

Only by Him Becoming (as) Woman – and Transcending Her, again and again, in and 
by and as His Own Heart – could Woman (Earth) have Recognized Jesus as the Man, Her 
Divine Man. But this was not yet so. Jesus, during His time, could not Become Woman – 
everything in its time. Since in the meantime, the two millennia in between Jesus’ 
Appearance and now nothing of this kind of much relevance happened either, This was 
supposed to be My Duty, My Way, to Reach Woman, to Make it Possible for Her to 
Recognize the Divine Man in Her world, on Earth. I mean, to make it possible that Her whole 
Body Recognizes Him, not only Her heart or Her consciousness. For Her Whole Body to 
Recognize Him it is indispensable that Man Feels Her everywhere from Within, Becomes Her 
Actually – albeit not as physical body. So He Allows Her to Resonate with Him, with His 
Heart That, by having Entered (or: Consciously Surrounded) Her, at first has become 
Endarkened and That now, having Freed it as Himself, as the Creator, has become 
Enlightened (again). 

Well, I said ‘not as physical body’. But even that should be So in the End: He, the 
Divine Selfless Man Should Create Woman with His Heart. A Woman-form Should Become 
Him, His Heart, so totally, She Should Be Surrendered to His Heart so Wholly, that Together 
as One Body with Two Bodies, Male and Female, They can Go more and more Deeply into 
the Dark of the Earth and, in principle, Transcend that Inherent Pain of Unconsciousness into 
the Heart, Home. For, Duality is Needed for That. The One Father is not Enough. The Holy 
Mother, the Holy Two, is Needed as well. By Nature She is There, Anyway. She’s not There 
to (merely or mainly) reproduce – and even less to entertain Herself – even though in the 
Duality of Man and Woman, the Formless and the Form She Represents (the Side of) Form. 
Woman Is the Process of Man. She Is an Integral Part of the Divine Process of the Divine 
Man. She is not ‘somewhere else’, She is not ‘apart’. The Process of Man without (Wholly 
Including) Woman is even senseless in the end. It would sustain Man and Woman’s 
Separation instead of Transcending the Separation. As long as Woman is still in 
(unconscious) Pain, that is: as long as She doesn’t Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily 
Recognize that She Is Part of Man’s Heart, as long as She doesn’t Feel that He, His Heart, is 
Actually in Her, Living Her from Within, the Process of Man, as Himself, doesn’t, in itself, 
make sense – at least not if there’s not any prospect on That (ReUnion), if Man is merely after 
Freeing and Recognizing Himself (as the One) and, possibly, granting others the same 
Freedom as well. ‘Sense’ only makes sense in Relation. As Himself, as the One and Only 
That is not in any way bothered by the Two, there exists even no Real Process. Process is 
Inherently Dual. Duality is the Motor of Process, of Movement, of Development, of Divine 
Realization. 
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Was this Man, having this Overview or Deep Intuition,1 and Surrendering Himself 
Completely (in)to this Divine Process of Man and Woman, meant to be Received, Recognized 
by Woman, by or in the Earthly Realm? 

Tiara must have smelt something. She suddenly called, a year after our split and half a 
year after our last phone call, the call that, eventually, followed her, emotional and vain, 
attempts to reach me during my ten day retreat in October 1998. 

……. 

                                                
1 Indeed, in spite of a very rapid development in this respect, certainly since the Female Syrup had 

left my Body, all this was not as Clear yet as it was later. 


